
Sunburn Duration: Understanding and Managing the Healing Process

Sunburn is a common skin condition that occurs when the skin is exposed to excessive

ultraviolet (UV) radiation from the sun. The result is red, painful, and sometimes blistered skin

that can cause discomfort and disrupt daily activities. The duration of sunburn can vary

depending on factors such as the severity of the burn, your skin type, and the steps you take to

promote healing. Let's explore the stages of how long does sunburn last.

Stages of Sunburn

Sunburn typically progresses through several stages as your skin heals. While the exact timeline

can vary, the general stages are as follows:

1. Immediate Reaction (1-6 hours after exposure): After being exposed to UV radiation, the skin

may start to redden within a few hours. This initial redness is often the first sign of sunburn and

indicates that damage has occurred to the skin cells.

2. Peak Redness and Inflammation (12-24 hours after exposure): The redness and inflammation

of the skin tend to peak within 12 to 24 hours after sun exposure. The affected area may feel

warm to the touch and become increasingly tender and painful.

3. Development of Blisters (24-72 hours after exposure): In more severe cases of sunburn,

blisters may form within 24 to 72 hours. These blisters are a result of the body's immune

response to the damaged skin. It's important not to pop or peel these blisters, as they provide a

protective barrier for the underlying skin.

4. Healing and Peeling (3-10 days after exposure): After the initial stages of redness and

blistering, the skin begins to heal. This phase may involve peeling, as the damaged skin cells

start to shed. New skin cells are generated to replace the damaged ones.

5. Resolution (1-3 weeks after exposure): The healing process continues as the damaged skin

peels away and new skin takes its place. The redness and discomfort gradually subside during

this phase.

Factors Affecting Sunburn Duration

The duration of sunburn can be influenced by several factors:
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Severity: The severity of the sunburn plays a significant role in how long it lasts. Mild sunburns

may heal within a week, while more severe sunburns with blisters and deeper skin damage can

take longer to resolve.

Skin Type: Different skin types react differently to sun exposure. People with fair or light skin are

more prone to sunburn and may experience more prolonged symptoms.

UV Exposure: The amount of time you spent in the sun and the intensity of UV radiation you

were exposed to can affect the severity and duration of sunburn.

Protection: Taking preventive measures, such as using sunscreen, wearing protective clothing,

and seeking shade, can reduce the severity of sunburn and its duration.

Treatment: Properly caring for your sunburn can influence its healing time. Applying soothing

creams, taking cool baths, staying hydrated, and avoiding further sun exposure can help speed

up the healing process.

Managing Sunburn and Promoting Healing

While there's no quick fix to make sunburn disappear instantly, you can take steps to manage

the discomfort and promote healing:

Cool Compresses: Apply cool, damp compresses to the affected area to help soothe the skin and

reduce inflammation.

Moisturise: Use a gentle, fragrance-free moisturiser to keep the skin hydrated and prevent

excessive peeling.

Over-the-Counter Pain Relief: Non-prescription pain relievers like ibuprofen can help alleviate

discomfort and reduce inflammation.

Stay Hydrated: Drink plenty of water to stay hydrated, as sunburn can cause dehydration.

Avoid Further Sun Exposure: Allow your skin to heal by avoiding direct sun exposure until the

sunburn has resolved.

Stay Cool: Opt for loose, breathable clothing to prevent additional irritation to the skin.



Aloe Vera: Applying aloe vera gel can provide a cooling and soothing sensation to sunburned

skin.

Avoid Picking or Peeling: It's essential to resist the urge to peel or pick at the sunburned skin.

Let it naturally shed as the new skin underneath heels.

When to Seek Medical Attention

In most cases, sunburn will heal on its own within a couple of weeks. However, there are

situations when medical attention is necessary:

Severe Blisters: If blisters cover a significant portion of your skin or are accompanied by severe

pain, seek medical help.

Fever or Chills: If you develop a fever, chills, or signs of infection, consult a healthcare

professional.

Intense Pain: If the pain is unbearable and not relieved by over-the-counter pain relievers, seek

medical advice.

Large Area of Sunburn: If a large area of your body is affected by sunburn, medical attention

might be necessary.

Children and Infants: Children under the age of 1 are particularly susceptible to sunburn and

should receive medical attention if sunburn occurs.


